
FABRICS:  

Peacocks by Haruyo Morita for Elizabeth’s Studio LLC 

M3406 Black (Large Blocks Panel) —1 yard (3 repeats) 

M3406 Cream (Large Blocks Panel) —1 yard (3 repeats) 

M404 Blue (Feather print)—3/4 yard 

M404 Green (Feather print)—3/4 yard 

405 Cream (Tone-on-tone)—1/8 yard 

405 Black (Tone-on-tone)—1/8 yard 

M3407 Cream (Overall peacock print)—2 yards  

(directional side border) 

M3407 Black (Overall peacock print)—3/4 yard  

(top and bottom borders) 

Binding Fabric of your choice—3/4 yard 

Backing fabric—5 yards  

Batting—twin 72x90 
 

CUTTING:  

M3406 Large block panel:  From the large block panels, cut 10 cream blocks and 10 black blocks, leaving 3/8 inch 

border of black (or cream) outside the colored stripe.  Due to variations in the printing/cutting, and/or prewashing of 

the fabric, this block size will be indicated in the pattern as YOUR measurement. 

M404 Feather print:.  From the green feather print, cut two strips 11-1/2” (or YOUR block measurement) x width 

of fabric. Cross cut into (two) 6” squares and (twenty) 2-1/2” x YOUR measurement rectangles. Repeat for blue feather 

print. 

405 Black print: Cut (ten) 2-1/2” squares. 

405 Cream print: Cut (ten) 2-1/2” squares. 

M3407 Black overall peacock print: Cut three strips 6” x width of fabric. 

M3407 Cream overall peacock print: Cut after center section is completed. 

Binding fabric: Cut (eight) 2-1/2” strips for binding. 
 

CONSTRUCTION:  

Peacock Blocks: Using 1/4” seam allowance, add one 2-1/2” green feather strip to left side of each cream peacock 

block. Sew cream square and green feather strip together, and add to top of block, referring to photo for color place-

ment. Repeat with blue feather print strips, black squares and black peacock blocks, sewing strips to RIGHT side and 

BOTTOM of blocks. Sew blocks into rows, then sew rows together. MEASURE the center section to determine size of 

borders.  

M3407 Cream Side Borders: Measure the length of your completed section and cut two borders 6” x YOUR length  

LENGTHWISE from the fabric. The sample border was 65-1/2”. This keeps the peacocks upright—you may wish to 

fussy cut to place the motifs as you like. Add to sides of center section.  

M3407 Black Top and Bottom Borders: Piece short ends together. Then cross cut into YOUR center section 

width measurement (sample was 52-1/2”), sew green and blue squares to ends of each strip. Add to top and bottom.  
 

FINISHING: Cut backing fabric in half and piece together to form back, trim to size. Layer top, batting and back, 

quilt as desired. Use  2-1/2” binding strips to finish quilt. 
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